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Abstraet. Cosmic background radiation (CBR) provides relevant informll.-
tion on a possible photon ma.ss. From its spectral composition a lowf'r limit
•..•10-37 gums was previously obtained for this quantity, a bound several
orden of magnitude aboye those coming froln purely electromagnetic, i.e.,
non.thermal experiments (•.•.10-47 grll.ms). From CBR's angular anisotropy
another lower bound On the photon mass is now ealculated, and it daes not
Ilppreeiably improve on thllt inferred from its spectral profile.

PACS: 98.S0.Ve; 14.80.A

1. Introduction

Due to experimental errors, measurements cannot determine the exact value of
a physical quantity. These errors can be reduced as equipment and methods gct
refined, hut never beyond the fundamental limits imposed by the uncertainty
relations of quantum mechanics. The ultimate bound on the photon mass can be
calculated from (L\p)(L\x) ,..""h, using for L\x the size of the observed universe.
This value of L\x produces the minimum fluctuation in its momentum, which
combined with the express ion for the total energy, E = hv = (p2e2 + m2e4)1/2,
gives m =::: 10-65 grams as the minimum mcasurable mass for the photon and
for any physical entity: below this value any mass cffcet would be maskcd by thc
momentum fluctuations from the uncertainty principie.

Bounds on the photon mass are obtained looking for possible dcviations frorn
the ~-Iaxwellequations, and interpreting such dcpartures in terms of sorne exten-
sion of the theory eontaining a mass termo Thc usual covariant extcnsion is that
provided by the Proea equations [1], and thc acceptcd bounds on the photon mass
are tnc following:

a) From measurements of the speed of light at various frequencies, using astro-
nomical sources 121, m S 10-'1,4 grams.

b) From rneasurements of eharge insidc a conductor [3], testing the validity of
Cou!omb's law, m S 2 x 10-H grams.

c) From the spatial behavior of Jupiter's magnetic field over long distances, looking
for a possible Yukawa-type term produeed by a mass in the field equation [4],
m S 8 x 10-49 grams.

Still lower bounds have been proposed, Lut they are based on non-trivial
assurnptions about the galactic magnetic field [5J, or imply such drastic changes
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in our view of the world [6] that, in the absence of further supporting evidence,
they will not be considered here.

Recently a new method to obtain bounds on the photon mass was proposed
by one of us [7], looking for deviations from Planck's spcetral distribution in a
radiation cavity in thermal equilibrium. The Planck formula is strictly valid for
infinitely large cavities and a null mass of clectromagnetic radiation. The resulting
express ion for the radiance in finite-size cavities and with massive fields is (ef.
Appendix):

[
A (e)' 1 (me')']I(v,T,V,m)= Ip(v,T) 1-- - -- - ,

8"V v 2 hv
(1)

where terms of higher order in (A/V)(e/v)' and (me' /hv)' have been neglected,
Ip(v, T) = (27r /e')[1",3 /(év/kT - 1)1 is the Planck formula, V the volume, m the
photon mass and A a quantity with the dimension of a length that depends on the
typc of cavity: A = 3£ for a cubc of side £, A = £1 + £2 + £3 fer a parallelepiped,
A:::::: 6R for a sphere of radius R, etc.

Rence to observe a photon mass effect one must use large cavities. It follows
froID equation (1) that a mass effect will dominate the geometrical term only if
£ > h/me, i.c., the typicallinear dimension in the cavity must be larger than the
Compton wavelength of the massive photon. This precludes the use of roan-made
cavities: in order to improve on the bounds Usted aboye a cavity with sides about
the earth-moon distance wonld be nceded! One is then forced to consider cosmic
background radiation (CDR) to avoid the geometrical ter m in equation (1).

Using rcccnt measurements of the CnR speetral distribution, with experi-
mental errors in the 10% range, a bound m ::; 10-37 grams was obtained for the
photon mass, in the sense that any effect dne to a smaller mass than this would be
concealed by the experimental crrors. This bound is ten orders of magnitude worse
than the non-thermal ones rncntioned in the introduction, and there is little hape
of greatly improving it, as the experimental error term is rclated to the square of
the roass.

2. Angular distribution of the CBR and the photon mass

The CBR perceived on earth is not isotropic. lt shows a large-scale angular
dependence [9] due to the Doppler shift produccd by the movement of the observer
with rcspcct te thc can rest, er co-moving frame. And it shows small-scale
anisotropy [10], attributed to a granular (inhomogeneous) distribution of the last
scatterers of the radiation, just before its decoupling from mattcr.

The intensity measured by an observer moving with speed v through the CBR
rest frame is, for low valucs of {J = v/e (ej. Ref. 9, and De Dernardis et al., Ref. 6),
with O the angle between v and the antenna's axis,

Iob,,(Vob,,) = I(v)[1 + 1'(3 - a) eos 01, (2)
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where l(v) wouId be the intensity deteeted by an observer at rest with respeet to
the CUR; Vobs. and vare related by the Doppler formula vobs. = "'W(1 - f3 eos O);,= (1 - {32)-1/2 and a: is the speetral index, defincd by I(u) = lovO"-, or

v dI(v)
a = I(v) ---;¡;;-, (3)

(4 )

Although onIy valid for small /3, equation (1) illustratcs the general result
that radiation with a eubie speetral distribution (a: :::;;3) would look the same to
aH observers, and so define the zero-point eleetromagnetie field for the classieal
vacuum [11].

Assuming a Planek exprcss ion for l(v). Gorenstein and Smoot (Ref. 9) report
a value v = 360::i::50 Km/see for the absolute speed of the earth through the CDR.
Similarly. Uson and \Vilkinson (Re£. 10) report the bound f:j,T IT < 4.5 x 10-5 on
anisotropies of size .....,4.5 are-minutes in the temperature of thc CDR.

From equation (2) the amplitude of IIobs.(vob,.l- I(v)]II(v) is given by

M1 = /3(3 - a)

This quatity has been measured with enors of arder 10-4 (el. De Bernardis et al .•
Ref. 6, and Fig. 1), much smallcr than thosc with which the spectral distribution
is known (of order 10-1). From cquation (2) the speetral index a: depends on the
derivative of the spectral distribution. These two facts suggested that experimental
results on f:j,I I1 could providc a bcttcr bound on the photon mass than the arre
reported in reference 7, obtained using the spectraI distribution of the CBR.

From equation (1), for CI3R

and one gets

•

[ I (mC2)2]I(v) = I(v, T, m) = [p(v, T) 1- 2 hv '

xeI (mc2) 20::::;;3---+ -- ,
eX - 1 hv

(5)

(6)

where x = hvlkT.
Using equation (4) OIle then should proceed to fit the experimental results

(Fig. 1) with three adjustable paramcters, namely {3, T and m. But a quick
estimate of a bound for m will show this to be unnecessary. Equating the ex-
perimental error on the left-hand-side of equation (4) with the mass term on its
right~hand-side,

(7)
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FIGURE 1. Experimental results for CBn anisotropy. Numbcr under each error bar indicates year
of experimento The three curves shown correspond to fits to the data aS5uming diverse
forms for /(1/) (e/. eq. (2), the spcctrum of the r/l,di/l,tion as seen by Il.n observer I1t
rest with respect to the CBH., and they need not concern llS here. (Taken from De
Bcrnardis et al., Rer. 6).

from which a bound m :s: 10-38 gram emerges, because larger values of m would
be incompatible with the magnitude of the reported errors in t::.lI l. This bound
slightly improves on the one from the spectral distrihution (m :s: 10-37 gram,
ef. Ref. 7), hut it remains so far aboye non-thermal ones (ef. introdllction), that
a finer analysis of the experimental data in figure 1 is not warranted. Althollgh
errors in t::.lI l are mllch smaller than those in the intensity l(v), it turns out that
the {3 factor in equation (7) essentially destroys this gain in precision.

3. Conclusion

Experimental results on the angular distribution of CnR yield bounds on the
photon mass comparable with those from spectral profile meaSllrements. The same
negative ol1tlook on suhstantial improvements applies in both cases.

4. Appendix

Rere we outline the method how equation (1) was obtained. It combines
deviations from the Planck spectrum due to a finite cavity size and a possible
photon mass. '

The first correction (Ac2/8~Vv2) \Vas cakll1ated [81 adding the first 108
normal modes corresponding to cavities with several shapes of interest: cubes,
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cones, spheres, etc. An interpolating function among the discret surnmands was
emplóyed in each case to express the result as a simple combination (A) of the
geometrical parameters.

The seeond correetion (1/2)(me2/hv)2) was ealculatedi",-referenee 7 assuming
the photon has a tiny mass m, and using thc Proca equatlons to describe the
behavior of massive electromagnetic waves in a cavity. Its negative sign is related
to the fact that part of the energy goes into the rest mass of light, so it is not
available for radiation.
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Rl'sumen. La radiación cósmica de 3°K proporciona información relevante
sobre una posible mMa del fotón. De su composición es~eetral se obtuvo
anteriormente un límite inferior para esta cantidad ( 10-3 gramos), mucho
mayor que límites provenientes de análisis relacionados puramente con las
ecuaciones de Ma.xwell ( 10-41 gramos). Analizando ahora la anisotropía
angular de esta radiación se obtiene un nuevo límite para la masa del fotón,
que no mejora apreciablemente el inferido de su espectro.


